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FRONTISPIECE. Typical southern California open coast sandy shoreline where sportfishermen usually catch
barred surfperch, California corbina, yellowfin croaker, and shovelnose guitarfish. Photograph by Leo Pinkas.
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ABSTRACT
Effort, catch, and catch rates for southern California sportfishing from private boats and from the shoreline were es-
timated for one-year periods. These categories represent two of four major types of marine sportfishing; the others
are fishing from party boats and from piers and jetties.

Probability sampling plans employing fisherman interviews were used in obtaining the basic data for the surveys.
Shoreline surveys were supplemented by aerial progressive counts of fishing poles.

Private boat sportfishing activities during 1964 were estimated at 2.8 million man hours (mh) of fishing. The
catch of almost 1 million fish was composed primarily of five species, Pacific bonito, California halibut, white
croaker, sand bass, and kelp bass.

A 12-month survey, 1965–66, revealed that surf fishermen expended an estimated 1.7 million mh of effort in tak-
ing 0.5 million fish. More fishing effort was expended from the bay shoreline, 869,557 mh, than from the open
coast, 776,732 mh. The catch in each area was markedly different. White croaker, queenfish, and smelt (jack and
top) were the most significant species in inland bays, while for the open coast, barred surfperch, opaleye, and Cali-
fornia corbina were most important.

A synoptic picture of the annual sportfishing activities and harvest in southern California was constructed. The
total effort from party boats, piers, jetties, private boats, and the shoreline was estimated to be 12.3 million man
hours of fishing. Three groups contributed well over half of the 7.3 million fish captured: tunas, 1.9 million; sea
basses, 1.4 million; and croakers, 1.1 million. Pacific bonito, with 1.6 million fish, made the largest contribution by
a single species. California barracuda was second with 0.6 million and white croaker was third with 0.5 million.
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1. INTRODUCTION
California's first comprehensive measurement of marine sportfishing from piers, jetties, private boats, and the
shoreline was initiated in 1957. Limited funds restricted this survey to central and northern California (Miller and
Gotshall, 1965). A similar study in southern California, Point Conception to the United States-Mexico border, was
undertaken in 1962 when manpower and funds became available through the Federal Aid to Fish Restoration Act.
Monetary and staffing limitations also restricted the scope of the latter investigation. Piers and jetties were surveyed
in 1963 (Pinkas, Thomas, and Hanson, 1967), private vessels in 1964, and the shoreline from April 1965 through
March 1966 (Figure 1) .

The goal of each survey was to ascertain the magnitude and significance of marine sportfishing activities within
the respective geographical areas. These fishing activities, as a group, represented the last major gap in our know-
ledge of California's marine fisheries.

The basic objectives and concepts of the southern California series of surveys engendered probability sampling
plans to estimate total fishing effort, total catch, and species composition of the catch. Slightly different approaches
were utilized in each survey, in part to accommodate geographical and behavioral (fishermen) variations and in part
as a reflection of our experience and maturity in conducting surveys.

This report summarizes the findings of our creel census of private boat and shoreline fishermen. Their activities,
plus the catch, are analyzed individually, as a group with pier and jetty fishermen, and finally in juxtaposition with
the other major sportfishing group—the partyboat fishery.

2. METHODS
2.1. Definitions
General terms are frequently ambiguous, change with time, or mean different things to different people. Although
most of the technical terms in this report are in general use by fisheries investigators and have been defined by
Miller and Gotshall (1965) for marine sport fish surveys, certain specific ones are described here for clarity and un-
derstanding.

2.1.1. Partyboats:
All boats regardless of size that carry passengers (fishermen) for a fee. Usually operated by a skipper knowledgeable
in marine sportfishing methods and practices.

2.1.2. Private boats:
All private or rented craft, skiffs, or vessels not involved in commercial fishing and not carrying paying passengers
(sportfishermen) at the time of sampling.
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FIGURE 1. Southern California marine sportfishing areas
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2.1.3. Shore or surf fishermen:
All anglers casting from the natural or artificial shoreline.

2.1.4. Launching site:
A place where skiffs and boats are launched; including mechanical lifts operated from piers or wharfs extending
from the shore, improved launching ramps, and unimproved sections of beaches where it is calm and safe to launch
a boat.

2.1.5. Mooring site:
A place where skiffs, boats, or vessels are secured while still afloat; as used here, principally floating docks within
protected harbors.

2.1.6. Length of fishing trip—private boats:
The total elapsed time between departure and return of a skiff, boat, or vessel. If an interviewed party indicated it
had fished, the entire time was considered as fishing effort because most people could not accurately recall the actu-
al span of time spent fishing or in traveling.

2.1.7. Length of fishing trip—shoreline:
The total elapsed time between start of fishing (as reported by the fisherman) and the estimated time of departure (as
determined by the presence or absence between interview rounds). If the fishing party was absent, one-half the time
interval between interview rounds was used as the time of departure.

2.1.8. Boat day:
The total time, during a calendar day, that a private boat engaged in sportfishing activities; including travel time to
and from point of depature.

2.1.9. Man day—private boast:
The total time, during a calendar day, spent by one person aboard a private boat engaged in sportfishing activities.
The time span is equivalent to a boat day.

2.1.10. Man day—shoreline:
The total time during a calendar day that one person fished from the shoreline. A man day is equivalent to length of
fishing trip—shoreline.

2.1.11. Catch-per-man-day:
The average number of fish caught by a fisherman during a calendar day.

2.1.12. Catch-per-man-hour:
The average number of fish caught by a fisherman in one hour.

2.1.13. Catch-per-boat day:
The average number of fish caught from a boat during a "boat day" in a calendar day.

Common fish names are used throughout this report. Their scientific equivalents and taxonomic order follow
Roedel (1962, 1963) and the American Fisheries Society (1960) (Table 1).
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2.2. Private Vessel Survey—1964
Preliminary surveys indicated that the population of sportfishing boats in southern California could be divided into
two categories: (i) boats launched from trailers (either from ramps or by hoists), and (ii) boats operating from moor-
ing sites in marinas. Apparent differences in sportfishing activity between the two groups warranted stratification in-
to sub-populations, i.e., a launching site stratum and a mooring site stratum.

The launching site stratum consisted of all launching ramps and hoists in the sample area with each site treated as
a sampling unit. We divided marinas (mooring sites) into sampling units of a size that would permit the sampler to
see all boats entering the unit even while occupied in conducting an interview. This resulted in sampling units that
averaged about 100 boats each.

Sportfishing activity was re-evaluated periodically and units added to or removed from the sample population as
conditions warranted. Changes in the sampling frame were made only at the beginning of a new sampling period.
The number of sampling units in the launching site stratum ranged from 17 to 25 while the mooring site stratum
contained from 115 to 128.

In forming our sampling plan, financial and manpower limitations dictated that we use days as the primary
sampling unit and the launching and mooring sites as the second stage sampling units. In this way it was possible to
operate with as few as two sampling clerks—one for each sub-population. We had, however, three samplers avail-
able and arbitrarily assigned two to the mooring site stratum and one to the launching site stratum.

The year was divided into six 2-month periods. Within each period we stratified weekdays from weekend days
and holidays in an attempt to minimize the variance of the estimates. Proportional allocation was used to divide the
36 sampling days (arbitrarily assigned to each period per man) between the strata of weekdays and weekend days.

The launching site stratum estimates cover the 12-month period January through December 1964. Mooring site
sampling did not begin until March 1 because extensive field reconnaissance was needed to resolve difficulties in
forming a sampling frame and to establish procedures. Catch and effort estimates for this stratum therefore cover the
10 months March–December 1964.

All sample days and geographical units were selected at random in advance of actual field work. One launching
site and two mooring sites were drawn independently for each sample day of its respective stratum. The construction
of this portion of the sampling frame was facilitated by the use of a table of random numbers (Rand Corp., 1955).

Interview hours were from 0900 to 1800 Pacific Standard Time. Upon arrival at an assigned sampling unit the
clerk would determine, from the number of trailers present or the number of empty slips, the sample fraction to be
used during the day; i.e., whether he would interview each boating party, every second, third or nth party.
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As each nth boat landed, the clerk would record the time of landing and the type of activity, i.e., sportfishing, sail-
ing, water skiing, etc. If sportfishing was one of the activities, the interview was continued to ascertain the time the
boat departed, the number of persons in the party, the location fished, and the number and species of fish caught.

2.3. Shoreline Survey 1965–66
2.3.1. Ground Census
Prior to establishing a sampling frame for our creel census of shoreline fishermen, considerable pre-census scouting
and study of coastal maps was done to find a suitable geographical unit for sampling. Many obvious categories, such
as rocky shores and sandy beaches, were quickly ruled out because, with few exceptions, there were no distinct
boundaries (Figure 2) . Two exceptions were the categories "open coast" and "bays": here the differences were marked
and easily definable (Figure 3) . We retained the distinction throughout the survey.

These preliminary studies led us to use, for a 2-month period, geographical areas based on expected fisherman be-
havior, namely limited access and unlimited access units.

The limited access unit concept assumed that: (i) an area was accessible through a single point such as a path,
stairway, or gate; (ii) fishermen would enter and leave the given area via the access point only; and, (iii) by stra-
tegically stationing a census taker at the access point interviews yielding completed trip data could be obtained.

The unlimited access units were open coast or bay areas with infinite accessibility points that could be censused
by traversing the shoreline and interviewing fishermen engaged in their sport. The method would yield incomplete
trip data.

The criteria for establishing an area as a sampling unit were availability to the general public and its size; specific-
ally of a length that could be censused in approximately 2 hours by one man.

The above screening device automatically created a third geographical category, inaccessible areas. The term does
not mean to imply that no fishing occurred, on the contrary, local landholders and their guests fished the areas to a
greater or lesser degree. Since the general public was excluded, we decided not to sample this type of area from the
ground. A measure of the fishing activity was gleaned, however, by an aerial censusing technique to be described
later.

The sampling frame used during April and May 1965 sampling period consisted of 119 units. The coast, including
bays, was divided into 46 limited access units and 73 unlimited access units.

By the end of April's field sampling it became apparent that the "limited access unit" concept was grossly inad-
equate because fishermen did not behave as anticipated. The unlimited access approach, on the other hand, appeared
to reflect true fishing activity within an area. Therefore, all geographical areas were reviewed and revised to create
only two types of units, unlimited access and inaccessible areas.

The new sampling frame was first utilized for the June 1965 sampling period. It contained 90 open coast and 10
bay units all of the unlimited access type. One bay unit was added beginning in July and thereafter the list remained
stable through to March 31, 1966 when the field phase of the survey ended.
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FIGURE 2. Typical southern California open coast, rocky shoreline where sportfishermen catch opaleye, black
perch, halfmoon, and cabezon. Aerial photograph by Chet Hart, December 1964.
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FIGURE 3. King Harbor, Redondo Beach, California illustrating the variety of available sportfishing opportunities:
A, open coast surf-fishing; B, piers for shallow to deep water fishing; C, rock jetty; D, protected harbor or bay; E

and F, mooring and launching sites for private vessels which fish the open sea or in protected bays; G, point of em-
barkation for partyboats which fish the open or deep sea areas; H, live bait receiver. Aerial photograph by Chet

Hart, December 1964.
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Each calendar month in the year-long survey, April 1, 1965 through March 31, 1966, was temporally stratified by
weekdays and weekend days. Each of these divisions was split into morning and afternoon sampling periods. In
April and May the sampling areas were stratified into limited and unlimited access units.

The arbitrary assignment of 60 sampling days per month was governed by available manpower. This schedule
was successfully met throughout the survey except for May and June when 54 and 56 days were assigned. Alloca-
tion of sampling effort between weekdays and weekend days was proportionate to the number of days in each cat-
egory for each month. Within each group of days the effort was evenly distributed between morning and afternoon
sampling periods. The April and May distribution deviated slightly to accommodate the unlimited and limited access
divisions. In April the time was evenly divided between the limited and unlimited access units while in May
sampling effort was distributed in proportion to the numbers of units in each listing.

The distribution of sampling effort between the open coast and bay units (June through March) was on a propor-
tional basis except that a minimum of two sampling days was assigned to the bay units to satisfy the requirement im-
posed by variance calculations. Thus 8 bay and 52 coastal units were scheduled for sampling each month except in
June when 8 bay and 48 open coast units were sampled.

Days and units at all levels in our shoreline sampling plan were selected in a random manner using a table of ran-
dom numbers (Rand Corp., 1955).

We varied the length of the sampling day according to the number of daylight hours and to comply with our de-
cision to keep the working day (including traveling time) within reasonable limits in the summer. Thus our sampling
day (interview time) was 10 hours long during November, December, January, and February; 12 hours long during
March, April, September, and October; and 14 hours long in May, June, July, and August.

We were unable to measure sportfishing activity at night along the southern California shoreline because of
budgetary limitations, despite the fact that it is an important component of surf fishing activities, (Hull, 1964; Patter-
son, 1965; and personal communications with ardent surf fishermen).

2.3.2. Aerial Census
In addition to our main "interview type" probability sampling from the ground, we were fortunate in being able to
conduct 14 aircraft flights along the open coast to assess sportfishing effort. Thirteen of the flights afforded the op-
portunity to compare estimates of fishing effort by the aerial progressive count technique and the shoreline interview
probability plan. The flights also yielded some data on the relative amounts of fishing activity in areas not included
in our ground shoreline sampling frame.

The methods used in the aerial counts were essentially the same for all flights. Progressive counts of fishing poles
began at the United States-Mexico border between 1000 and 1115 hours and continued northwesterly along the
coastline to Goleta. After about a one-hour stop
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for lunch and refueling the flight was continued to Jalama Beach County Park where tallying was terminated. Total
flight time was usually close to 3 hours.

Each flight consisted of a pilot and a biologist observer. To facilitate tallying of fishing poles and note taking, a
series of strip charts (United States Geological Survey topographic series) of the coast was assembled in sequence
south to north in a loose-leaf three-ring notebook. Each chart was placed within a clear plastic envelope. Notations
were made with a wax marking pencil on the plastic. These original flight notes were Xeroxed for our permanent re-
cords and then the plastic was wiped clean (soft rag or tissue) for reuse.

The aerial pole counts were tallied into either (i) the areas included in the ground survey or (ii) an "all other area"
category. Low coastal fog, haze, and flight restrictions near airports sometimes precluded observation of some of the
coastline. Adjustments in the fishing pole counts were made by first calculating the pole-per-sampling unit (ground
survey units) for the observed areas, then expanding this value by the total number of sampling units. The net result
was two sets of adjusted counts, one for the areas included in the ground survey and one for all the other areas.

To obtain pole hour estimates for the ground survey area for a period, the adjusted aerial count was expanded by
the total hours in the sampling period. The estimate for the year was calculated by expanding the mean adjusted pole
count from the 14 flights by the total sampling hours in the year.

Fishing effort in areas not covered by our ground survey was estimated by using the adjusted aerial counts in con-
junction with the ground survey estimates of effort. The estimate of fishing effort outside the ground survey area
was calculated by a simple proportion formula using the ratio of aerial pole counts in units covered by the ground
survey (A) to the ground survey estimate of pole hours (B) and the aerial pole count in the unsurveyed area (C) to
the (unknown) estimated effort in the unsurveyed area (D):

TABLE

2.4. Calculating the Estimates
The same basic approach was used to calculate the various parameters for our private boat survey as for our
shoreline survey. The parameters for the 1964 private boat survey were, man hours and man days of fishing; catch
by species; total catch; catch-per-man hour of fishing; number of fishermen per boat; catch-per-boat day; catch-
per-boat hour; and average length of boat trip. The descriptive figures for the 1965 shoreline sportfishing survey
were man hours of fishing; catch by species; total catch; catch-per-man hour of fishing; and average length of fish-
ing trip. Standard errors were also calculated for these estimates except for average length of fishing trip.

Estimates were calculated by a straightforward expansion of the mean observed value of the measured parameters
by a factor of the product of the numbers of days in a stratum and the appropriate number of units in a listing. The
estimation procedure is best illustrated
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by following through the calculations for man hours of fishing along the coast.
Estimation procedures for man hours of fishing:

TABLE
Variance of the estimate:

TABLE
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Catch per unit of effort estimates and their respective variances for each stratum were calculated using the ratio
estimate technique of Cochran (1963). The variance estimates for the ratio of the combined strata were calculated
using a variation of the formula given by Hansen, Hurwitz, and Madow (1953) (page 190 #4.5) (modified by Nor-
man J. Abramson, Biometrical Analysis Section, California Department of Fish and Game).

Ratio estimate:

EQUATION
Variance of ratio estimate for the hth stratum

EQUATION
Variance of ratio estimate for combined strata

EQUATION
Our estimate of the annual fishing effort and catch from sport boats (party boats) in southern California marine

waters was derived from data in statistical reports developed and maintained by Parke H. Young, Marine Sportfish
Investigation, California Department of Fish and Game, Terminal Island (Young, 1963).

3. RESULTS
3.1. Sportfishing from Private Vessels
3.1.1. Effort
Sportfishing from private vessels in southern California marine waters during 1964 was estimated at 2,773,405 man
hours of fishing. This is equivalent to 443,258 man days of fishing. We were able to estimate that 142,107 boat days
were expended during the year carrying
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an average of 2.92 fishermen per trip that lasted an average of 6.11 hours (Table 2).
This fishing activity resulted in an estimated catch of 981,460 fish comprised of over 68 species. The summer

months of July and August registered peak effort and catch, 983,712 man hours and 331,001 fish. A low of 146,893
man hours of fishing and a catch of 57,522 fish was recorded for the November-December period (Table 3).

Mooring site vessels made longer trips and carried more fishermen than those from launching sites: 6.56 vs 6.09
hours and 3.87 vs 2.87 fishermen. However, the total fishing effort from mooring site vessels was only a third of that
expended by launching site boats: 35,806 vs 106,301 boat days of fishing.

Differences in passenger loads are probably due to the fact that launching site boats were smaller. There is no
ready explanation for the marked differences in effort except that mooring site boats are more often used strictly for
"pleasure boating" than for fishing and there are fewer of these larger, more expensive craft.

3.1.2. Catch
A surprisingly small group of fishes (5 out of 68 species) made up the bulk (almost 75 percent) of the private boat
catch. Pacific bonito alone contributed 42 percent of the total catch with an estimated 401,575 fish. California
halibut, the second most important species, contributed only 10 percent with 98,692 fish. White croaker (84,641),
sand bass (64,513) and kelp bass (61,093) ranked third, fourth, and fifth (Table 4).

A significant portion of the overall catch from private boats was composed of near-shore species. In addition to
the five species mentioned above, Pacific mackerel, sculpin, halfmoon, black perch, California barracuda, queenfish,
and rockfish made important contributions to the total landings. The exciting, prestige-type, offshore species, such
as albacore, bluefin tuna, California yellowtail, and striped marlin were represented by relatively small numbers. Al-
bacore were the most important of these, contributing 5,902 fish or 0.6 percent of the total catch.

3.1.3. Catch-Per-Unit-of-Effort
Relative fishing success was calculated and expressed in four different, but related, ratios of catch to effort: catch-
per-boat day, 6.51 fish; catch-per-man day, 1.79 fish; catch-per-boat hour, 1.09 fish; and catch-per-man hour, 0.306
fish (Table 5). Catch per man hour is, perhaps, the most significant measure among these because it is directly com-
parable to similar ratios for sportfishing activities in other areas. Average catch-per-man hour of fishing values for
private boats in 1964 ranged from 0.141 in the January-February period to 0.429 in the September–October period.
During July and August, the period of maximum effort and catch, the catch-per-man hour was 0.350—not as good
as early fall but better than spring or winter.

3.2. Sportfishing from the Shoreline
3.2.1. Effort
A total of 1,646,289 man hours of fishing effort was estimated from interviewing 6,323 shoreline fishermen for the
12 months April 1965
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through March 1966. This effort was about equally divided between the open coast (47.2 percent) and inland bays
(52.8 percent) (Table 6).

Monthly estimates ranged from 54,233 man hours in December to 294,024 in July. Fishing activity in July and
August exceeded other months by approximately 2 times; the distribution between the open coast and inland bays
was about even. Estimated effort for the other months was intermediate between the December–January lows and
the July–August peak.

The distribution of fishing effort between coastal and bay areas reflected both the weather and runs of desirable
fish. For example, during January almost 70 percent of the total fishing effort was expended along the open coast,
apparently in response to winter runs of barred surfperch. In February and March, usually a rainy, windy period in
southern California, the effort shifted predominantly to the bays, 72 and 78 percent respectively.

The average length of a fishing trip was 2.987 hours, ranging from 3.329 in September to 2.231 in February. Open
coast trips were consistently shorter than inland bay trips; typical examples are: February, 2.006 vs 2.455 hours, and
September, 2.907 vs 3.750 hours.

3.2.2. Catch
Sportfishing from the marine shoreline in southern California resulted in an estimated catch of 501,734 fish of at
least 43 species. The peak catch of 126,528 fish in July was more than twice as high as for any other month. The
winter lows were represented by December and February with 13,758 and 13,819 fish respectively. Catches in other
months were intermediate (Table 7).

Inland bays yielded slightly more fish than the open coast, 266,041 vs 235,693. The monthly catch origins were
almost equally divided between the two areas except for January, March, and July. Barred surfperch accounted for
the January open coast catch being five times that from inland bays; 21,813 vs 4,137 fish. The larger catches from
inland bays in March and July were probably the result of runs of several species, none of which was outstanding by
itself.

The five most important fish to open coast surf fishermen were barred surfperch, opaleye, corbina, black perch,
and walleye surfperch. Inland bay fishermen took an entirely different group of fish: in order of importance, these
were white croaker, queenfish, jack and topsmelt, kelp and sand bass, and Pacific bonito (Tables 8, 9, and 10).

In the overall (total) shoreline catches, white croaker were caught and retained in greater numbers (95,010 fish)
than any other species, and over 98 percent came from bays. Barred surfperch were second with 87,620 fish, and
over 98 percent of these originated from the surf zone of the open coast. The third most important species to
shoreline fishermen was the queenfish (47,333 fish) with 99 percent coming from bays. Opaleye and black perch
ranked fourth and fifth, with 38,837 and 38,160 fish. Catches of these two species reflect the success of surf fisher-
men in rocky areas of the open coast.

Traditional favorites, such as California corbina, walleye surfperch, and spotfin croaker, along with Pacific bonito
and smelt (jack and top), were also among the 10 most numerous species in the fisherman's bag.
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Rockfish, wrasses, and halfmoons were not taken by hook and line fishermen in bays; conversely, California bar-
racuda, bonefish, and jack mackerel were absent from the open coast catches whereas all of these species occur in
both habitats.

3.2.3. Catch-Per-Unit-of-Effort
The overall average catch-per-man hour of fishing from the shoreline was calculated to be 0.305: ranging from
0.147 in February to 0.434 in January. In general, the monthly catch-per-unit-of-effort values vacillated from month
to month and from area to area, showing no discernible pattern (Table 11).

The average success for open coast fishermen ranged from 0.199 fish-per-man hour in August to 0.585 in Novem-
ber. Although bay fisher-men also experienced a low in August, 0.178, February was the poorest month with 0.106
and June the best with 0.526 fish per-man-hour of fishing.

3.3. Results of Aerial Census
Estimates of sportfishing effort from our aerial surveys were remarkably similar to those from the more extensive
and independent ground census. The mean aerial pole count of 170, for the 90 units covered by the ground survey,
yielded an estimated 742,560 pole hours, while the year-long ground census estimate was 721,141.

Detailed comparisons between aerial and ground survey estimates were possible for 10 groups at the weekday and
weekend day strata level. Three aerial estimates are within one standard deviation of the respective shoreline estim-
ate. The January weekend estimate of 33,300 (aerial survey) vs. 35,569 (ground) pole hours per month is a good ex-
ample: the others are June and December weekdays. Three other aerial estimates were within 2 standard deviations
of the ground census: October weekdays being the best with 14,364 vs. 18,937 pole hours per month; and September
weekdays and February weekend days were not far behind (Table 12).

The greatest disparities are in our estimates for January weekdays and March weekends. These showed the aerial
estimates to be far greater than the ground census estimates: 12,390 vs. 5,494 and 39,744 vs. 9,555 respectively. Bi-
as inherent in the flight procedures undoubtedly expressed itself in these estimates. Flying days in these months
were during periods of optimum weather for observing and at hours of highest fishing activity on these short winter
days.

The long, warm, days of July probably spread the fishing effort and the bias in our flight count was in the other
direction, accounting for considerably lower estimates than from our ground census.

The aerial survey also included the 40 geographical units that were not part of the ground survey sampling frame.
The average adjusted count for these areas was 39.6 poles, which expands to 172,973 pole hours for the year.

Estimates of total sportfishing effort for the entire open coast between Point Conception and the U.S.-Mexico bor-
der can be derived by combining pole hour estimates from the ground census with those from the aerial survey of
the excluded ground survey units: i.e. 721,141 plus 172,973 for a total of 894,114 pole hours of fishing per year. The
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addition of the estimated 911,996 pole hours of fishing from the bays yields a grand total of 1,806,110 pole hours
per year for the entire southern California marine shoreline (Table 12).

4. REVIEW
A synoptic and concise (in terms of effort and catch) picture of sportfishing activities in southern California marine
waters can now be constructed by gathering together the various segments on the assumption they are representative
of a typical year. The available data span the years 1963 through 1966.

4.1. Effort
The measure of effort coming closest to being uniform for all sportfishing segments was man hours, although pole
hours is preferred for analysis of fish populations. Species and numbers of fish, of course, are comparable between
areas and types of fisheries.

The estimated average effort expended from party boats was 2,797,250 man hours (mh); for private boats,
2,773,405 mh; for piers and jetties, 5,090,523 mh; for the shoreline, 1,646,289 mh; the grand total being 12,307,467
man hours of fishing per year (Table 13).

4.2. Catch
The total catch of 7,326,003 fish originated, in numerical order, from the following fisheries: party boats, 3,997,839;
piers and jetties, 1,844,970; private boats, 981,460 and the shoreline, 501,734 (Table 13).

Catch details at the family and species level reflect not only ecological differences in the areas fished but also dif-
ferences in modus operandi of fishermen sub-groups. The far-ranging party boats, led by professional guides and
aided by a large live bait capacity, pursue offshore, pelagic game species such as Pacific bonito, 879,335 fish; Cali-
fornia barracuda, 530,688 fish; Pacific mackerel, 150,739 fish; albacore, 103,748 fish; and California yellowtail,
45,834 fish. Results of bottom, reef, and kelp-bed fishing activities are evident in substantial catches of kelp and
sand bass, 1,207,996 fish; California halibut, 116,489 fish; and various species of rockfish, 604,601 fish (Table 14).

Pier and jetty fishermen take a wide variety of fish ranging from the small staghorn sculpin, 1,720 fish, to the
more pelagic types such as California barracuda, 17,351. The most prevalent species taken however, were queenfish,
362,892 fish and white croaker, 342,002 fish. Pacific bonito were third in importance with 283,068 fish. Surfperch
also contributed significantly to the total catch, led by walleye surfperch and shiner perch with 141,151 and 132,968
fish respectively (Table 10). Despite the advantages of a range of water depths and live bait, pier and jetty fishermen
are dependent, to a greater or lesser degree, on the movement of fish into or through the area.

The shoreline fisherman's take is characterized by the near-shore and surf-loving species such as croakers, surf-
perch, opaleye, and jack and topsmelt. Pacific bonito were taken in fair numbers, 15,193 fish, because they occa-
sionally approach the shore and also enter protected bays. White croaker, 95,010 fish, and barred surfperch, 87,621
fish, were the important species in this area. Also of substantial importance
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were queenfish 47,333; opaleye, 38,838; black perch, 38,160; and California corbina, 30,647. Sharks were fre-
quently taken but relatively few were retained, thus they escaped enumeration.

The harvest by private boat fishermen appears to be a combination of the take by the other three sportfishing
groups. All the private vessels have, in one form or another, a high degree of mobility plus a fair live bait capacity,
thus a large portion of their catch parallels that of the party boats: Pacific bonito, 401,575 fish; kelp and sand bass,
125,606 fish; California halibut, 98,692 fish; and rockfish, 51,516 fish. On the other hand, limited range and general
inexperience (boat handling, navigation and fishing) restricts a major portion of the effort to the near-shore and in-
land bays. Thus we see significant catches of white croaker, 84,641; halfmoon, 19,879; and black perch, 19,558.

Our best estimate of the overall annual southern California sportfishing harvest reveals that during the 1963–66
period three groups of fish contributed well over half of the 7.3 million fish captured: mackerels and tunas, 1.9 mil-
lion; sea basses, 1.4 million; and croakers, 1.1 million (Table 14). Pacific bonito, with 1,579,171 fish, made the
largest contribution by a single species. California barracuda was second with 565,166 fish; white croaker was third
with 545,012 fish; and queenfish, with 426,592, was fourth. Several other listings registered larger catches, however,
they consist of two or more species such as rockfish with 661,220 fish.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS
Management of California's marine resources depends on a thorough knowledge of catch, effort, and basic life his-
tory of the plants and animals within the ecological system. To satisfy the first two requirements the California De-
partment of Fish and Game has devised and maintains a continuous data collecting system for the commercial fish-
ery that approaches 100 percent coverage. For the sportfishery, only party boat activites are monitored from year to
year at a level that is also close to 100 percent.

Our southern California marine sportfish survey found that 77 percent of the total sportfishing effort is expended
in areas other than party boats. This effort, an estimated 9.5 million man hours, accounts for 45 percent of the estim-
ated catch.

Since the southern California marine sportfish survey was a piecemeal, once-only investigation, it is evident that
substantial amounts of sportfishing effort and catch are not being measured at a sufficiently high level to yield
meaningful managerial information.

We recommend that, in addition to the current party boat monitoring efforts, a routine program be devised and
implemented to measure marine sportfishing effort and catch from piers, jetties, private boats, and the shoreline.

Life history information, the third basic essential for making management decisions, is unavailable for most of the
more important species taken by southern California sportfishermen; good information is on hand only for kelp bass,
California barracuda, California yellowtail, and barred surfperch. The following species, all among the 10 most sig-
nificant sport fishes, are lacking in basic life history data: Pacific
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bonito, sand bass, various species of rockfish, white croaker, queenfish, sculpin, walleye surfperch, shiner perch and
black perch. The life histories of these species should be investigated.
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